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1. There are 3 segments of revenue.What is thedriver in each segment and the 

product application for each segment? 
 
Europe segment is mainly driven by semiconductor used for the automotive sector.  For 
example, the tyre pressure sensors. Chips for the automotive sector have an average 
product life cycle of 6 years.Asia segment has shorter term life cycle, mainly for the 
consumer market. The USA segment is driven by Internet of Things and power 
management chips and those used for Industry 4.0.  
 

2. 
 
 
 

In the financial year (“FY”) ended 30 June 2018 (“FY2018”), MPI reported a flat 
revenue growth but lower PBT achieved. Why? 
 
The lower PBT reported was due to the strengthening of RM against USD. 
 

3. What was the highest contribution for the operating segment? 
 
Power management was the highest contributor, followed by sensors. 
 

4. Did the recent trade war have any impact on MPI Group’s performance? 
 
Two-third of the revenue came from operations in Malaysia whilst the balance from China.  
Our revenue is quite diversified. 
 

5. Unisem (M) Berhad is currently undergoing a Merger and Acquisition exercise. Is 
MPI Group considering the same? 
 
The Board and management are constantly on the lookout for such opportunities. 
 

6. Does the Board have any plans to improve the liquidity of the MPI shares in the 
market? 
 
Currently, there is more than 40% float in the market. Ensuring share liquidity in the 
market is beyond the control of the Board. 
 

7. Will MPI invest into Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) or face recognition segment? 
 
Yes, some of the chips will end up in those products. 
 

8. Operating Income for FY2018 increased if compared withFY ended 30 June 2017. 
What was the increase? 
 
The increase was due to higher dividend received from investment funds. 
 



9. Why was there an increase infinance cost although loans and borrowings were 
lower in FY2018? 
 
This was mainly due to short term loans for working capital purposes during FY2018. 
 

10. Will MPI be utilising the available share premium in accordance with the 
Companies Act 2016 on or before 30 January 2019? 
 
MPI had already capitalised the share premium into share capital. 
 

11. What is the difference between capital expenditure and capital commitments in the 
cashflow statement? 
 
Capital commitments are those capital expenditure which had been contracted but not yet 
incurred.  
 

12. Will MPI consider paying dividend in specie? 
 
MPI does not have such policy at the moment. 
 

13. Does the company have any plans for bonus issue or dividend re-investment 
scheme to increase the liquidity of the MPI shares? 
 
MPI has no such plans at the moment. 
 

14. How does the Group manage its foreign exchange (“FX”) risk? 
 
The Group deploys available hedging instrument to manage FX risk exposure. 
 

15. What is the breakdown of the Directors’ remuneration? 
 
The breakdown of the Directors’ remuneration is disclosed in the Corporate Governance 
Report which has been uploaded in both the Bursa and MPI’s websites. 
 

 


